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Brain networks can support learning by
promoting acquisition of task-relevant
information or by adhering to validated
rules. This study shows that these
opposite learning requirements are
implemented through previously
unrecognized parvalbumin Basket cell
subpopulations specifically regulated
through inhibition or excitation.
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Brain networks can support learning by promoting
acquisition of task-relevant information or by adher-
ing to validated rules, but the mechanisms involved
are poorly understood. Upon learning, local inhi-
bitory parvalbumin (PV)-expressing Basket cell net-
works can switch to opposite configurations that
either favor or interfere with further learning, but
how this opposite plasticity is induced and relates
to distinct learning requirements has remained un-
clear. Here, we show that PV Basket cells consist of
hitherto unrecognized subpopulations, with distinct
schedules of neurogenesis, input connectivities,
output target neurons, and roles in learning. Plas-
ticity of hippocampal early-born PV neurons was re-
cruited in rule consolidation, whereas plasticity of
late-born PV neurons was recruited in new informa-
tion acquisition. This involved regulation of early-
born neuron plasticity specifically through excita-
tion, and of late-born neuron plasticity specifically
through inhibition. Therefore, opposite learning re-
quirements are implemented by distinct local net-
works involving PV Basket cell subpopulations
specifically regulated through inhibition or excitation.
INTRODUCTION
Brain plasticity enables individuals to flexibly produce adaptive
behaviors, thereby learning from experience throughout life.
Surprisingly, while molecular and cellular mechanisms under-
lying plasticity of individual synapses have been elucidated in
substantial detail, how network and system level plasticity are
adjusted to match requirements defined by experience has re-
mained poorly understood.
Reinforced trial-and-error learning tasks provide attractive
experimental paradigms to investigate how plasticity is adjusted
during learning. Thus, effective acquisition and flexible combina-
tion of potentially task-relevant information is essential during
early phases of trial-and-error learning, whereas reliable applica-770 Neuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.tion of validated routines dominates toward learning curve
completion (Kaelbling et al., 1996). At the circuit level, these con-
trasting requirements are reflected by shifts in the configuration
of local parvalbumin (PV)-expressing Basket cell networks,
which exhibit pronounced plasticity induced by experience (Do-
nato et al., 2013). Thus, PV network configurations enriched in
neurons expressing low levels of PV and GAD67, and exhibiting
high inhibitory connectivity onto them are induced locally early
during trial-and-error incremental learning, when they are
required for effective learning. Such ‘‘low-PV configurations’’
promote acquisition and retention of new memories and struc-
tural synaptic plasticity (Donato et al., 2013). By contrast, config-
urations enriched in neurons expressing high levels of PV and
GAD67, and exhibiting high excitatory connectivity onto them
are induced toward completion of trial-and-error learning proto-
cols. Such ‘‘high-PV configurations’’ interfere with the acquisi-
tion of new memories and structural synaptic plasticity (Donato
et al., 2013). How induction of opposite PV network configura-
tions is reliably and reversibly coupled to specific requirements
during learning has remained unclear. The opposite configura-
tions might emerge through learning-specific mechanisms se-
quentially shifting whole local PV neuron ensembles toward
distinct network states. Alternatively, the opposite configura-
tions might be induced through task-selective regulation of hith-
erto unknown PV neuron subpopulations.
PV-positive Basket cells are widely distributed and abundant
GABAergic inhibitory interneurons that provide powerful local
feedforward and feedback inhibition through perisomatic bou-
tons onto principal excitatory neurons (Bartos et al., 2007; Klaus-
berger and Somogyi, 2008; Hu et al., 2014). In addition, PV Bas-
ket cells inhibit each other reciprocally through perisomatic
innervation and are dynamically coupled electrically through
gap junctions (Bartos et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2014). As a result,
PV Basket cells filter activation of principal neurons, and net-
works of PV Basket cells have major roles in regulating local
ensemble activities, including theta and gamma oscillations
(Fuchs et al., 2007; Cardin et al., 2009; Kuhlman et al., 2010;
Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Hu et al.,
2014). Synaptic regulation of PV Basket cells has been impli-
cated in adult learning, and the maturation state of PV Basket
cells has been implicated in critical period-type plasticity
(Hensch et al., 1998; Hensch, 2005; Di Cristo et al., 2007; South-
well et al., 2010; Kuhlman et al., 2013; Wolff et al., 2014). The
mechanisms through which PV neuron networks contribute to
such a diverse range of functions have remained unclear.
The functions of GABAergic interneurons have been tradition-
ally classified based on anatomical connectivities and physiolog-
ical properties (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). With the
advent of methods for in vivo recording and genetic control of
identified neurons in behaving animals, it became apparent
that interneuron subtypes have distinct roles during behavior
and in learning by flexibly and selectively gating distinct informa-
tion flows to principal neurons (Cardin et al., 2009; Isaacson and
Scanziani, 2011; Pi et al., 2013; Wolff et al., 2014). These obser-
vations have led to new classifications of GABAergic neuron
subtypes based on their specific circuit functions during
behavior, complementing the original classifications based on
anatomy and physiology (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014). In keeping
with this emerging view of local GABAergic neuron functions,
the induction of distinct PV network configurations upon learning
might reflect specific and distinct roles of PV neuron subpopula-
tions in different forms of learning.
Although PV Basket cells all share characteristic physiological
and anatomical features, notable distinctions have been re-
ported (Akgul and Wollmuth, 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Varga
et al., 2014). A way through which neuronal subpopulations
can be specified while maintaining many of their defining func-
tional properties is through the acquisition of subfeatures during
distinct developmental time windows of neurogenesis. For ex-
ample, GABAergic interneurons differing in their schedule of
neurogenesis tend to settle at different cortical layers in the adult
(Rymar and Sadikot, 2007; Ciceri et al., 2013). Alternatively,
closely comparable interneurons generated at different gangli-
onic eminence locations can have distinct functions (Chittajallu
et al., 2013). PV Basket cells are generated in medial ganglionic
eminence (MGE) during a protracted period of neurogenesis
from embryonic day (E) 9.5 to E15.5 (Fishell, 2007). Accordingly,
PV neurons generated at different times within this period might
differ in connectivity/PV/GAD67 expression and/or in how they
are regulated during experience-related plasticity.
Here, we investigated how plasticity of PV Basket cell net-
works leads to opposite configurations in response to specific
learning requirements. We provide evidence that PV Basket cells
consist of previously unrecognized subpopulations defined by
their time schedule of neurogenesis, which exhibit plasticity
upon distinct learning requirements and target distinct subpop-
ulations of pyramidal neurons in hippocampal cornus ammonis 1
(CA1). Learning depending on enhanced acquisition and combi-
nation of new information induces alterations in inhibitory con-
nectivity specifically onto late-born PV Basket cells, whereas
early-born cells are not affected. By contrast, learning that
mainly relies on rule application induces alterations in excitatory
connectivity onto early-born PV Basket cells, whereas late-born
cells are not affected. We further show that early-born PV neuron
cell plasticity is specifically regulated by excitation, whereas
late-born PV neuron cell plasticity is specifically regulated by
PV neuron inhibition. Late-born PV Basket cells specifically ac-
count for regulation of plasticity during critical periods of post-
natal circuit maturation and upon environmental enrichment.
These results reveal how contrasting acquisition/exploitation re-
quirements during learning are implemented through subpopula-tions of PV-expressing Basket cells, whose plasticity is regulated
by distinct forms of learning specifically through excitation or in-
hibition. Because of their specific regulation properties, the two
subpopulations of PV Basket cells might contribute to different
mental health dysfunctions in conditions primarily affecting
excitatory or inhibitory neurotransmission such as schizophrenia
or autism (Chao et al., 2010; Curley et al., 2013; Han et al., 2014).
RESULTS
Independent Regulation of High- and Low-PV Basket
Cell Subnetworks upon Behavioral Learning
To determine whether there might be PV Basket cell subnet-
works that can be regulated independently by experience to
reach high- and low-PV configurations, we sequentially sub-
jected mice to learning protocols that induce opposite PV
network configurations in the hippocampus. We trained mice in
the Morris water maze during 3 days, thereby inducing a low-
PV configuration in hippocampal CA3. Mice were subjected to
contextual fear conditioning (cFC), a formof learning that induces
a high-PV configuration in hippocampal CA3, two hours after the
last maze training session (Donato et al., 2013). PV signal distri-
butions were analyzed on day 4; i.e., 24 hr after maze training
and 22 hr after cFC. Mice, only trained in the maze, exhibited
the expected enrichment in low-PV neurons, andmice, only sub-
jected to cFC, exhibited a robust enrichment in high-PV neurons
(Figure 1A). By contrast, mice, first trained in the water maze and
then fear conditioned, exhibited elevated contents of both low-
and high-PV neurons, suggesting that low- and high-PV sub-
networks can be induced in parallel upon learning (Figure 1A;
one-way ANOVA correlation among all groups, p < 0.01).
To further explore regulation of PV neuron subsets upon
different forms of learning, we subjectedmice to 3weeks of envi-
ronmental enrichment (EE), a protocol that induces a low-PV
network configuration that persists for more than 8 weeks
upon returning mice to control non-enriched conditions (Fig-
ure 1B). At the end of the 3 weeks of EE, mice were returned to
their home cages and subjected 2 days later to cFC, a protocol
that induces a high-PV configuration that persists for less than
2 weeks (Figure 1B). Again, 1 day after, cFC enriched mice ex-
hibited both enhanced low- and high-PV neuron contents in hip-
pocampal CA3 (Figure 1B; one-way ANOVA correlation among
all groups, p < 0.01; Student t test: EE versus EE 8weeks not sig-
nificant [n.s.], control versus cFC 2weeks n.s.). Notably, 2 weeks
after fear conditioning, the hippocampal PV network in these
mice returned to its enriched low-PV configuration, not the base-
line configuration (Figure 1B). By providing evidence for long-
term memory of a low-PV network configuration in spite of the
more transient high-PV arrangement induced upon cFC, these
results suggested that independent PV neuron subsets can un-
dergo plasticity upon enrichment and upon cFC.
Developmental Neurogenesis Schedule Predicts
Baseline PV and Connectivity Levels in the Adult
PV neuron subsets could be selected from homogeneous pools
of PV neurons through regulation by experience or might reflect
the existence of PV neuron subpopulations with distinct regu-
latory properties. To investigate the possible existence of PVNeuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 771
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Figure 1. Independent Regulation of High- and Low-PV Basket Cell Subnetworks upon Behavioral Learning
(A) Three days of MWM learning followed by fear conditioning produce both low- and high-PV shifts in hippocampal CA3b. PV expression levels defined as
described in Experimental Procedures.
(B) Long-termmemory of low-PV network configuration in mice first enriched during 3 weeks and then fear conditioned. Average values (means ± SEM) from five
mice and 60 PV neurons each; p < 0.001 (***) and < 0.01 (**).Basket cell subpopulations, we labeled proliferating cells at
distinct stages of embryonic development with bromodeoxyuri-
dine (BrdU) and analyzed BrdU/PV double-positive cells in hip-
pocampal CA3 of 2–3 months old (adult) mice. We found that
hippocampal PV neurons generated at E9.5 or E11.5 were pre-
dominantly high- and intermediate-high PV (Figure 2A). By
contrast, neurons generated at E13.5 or E15.5 were predomi-
nantly intermediate-low- and low-PV (Figure 2A; one-way
ANOVA, p < 0.0001). Undistinguishable relationships were de-
tected between time schedules of neurogenesis and PV or
GAD-67 levels in PV neurons (Figure 2A).
After neurogenesis, PV Basket cells migrate from MGE to
populate most brain regions (Fishell, 2007; Marı´n, 2012). To
determine whether the dramatic bias in adult PV levels as a func-
tion of birthdate might apply generally to MGE-derived PV neu-
rons, we analyzed BrdU/PV double-positive cells in hippocampal
CA1, primary somatosensory whisker cortex, and dorsal stria-
tum. In these different brain regions PV levels were again consis-
tently correlated to birthdate, with intermediate-high/high-PV772 Neuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.levels in E9.5- and E11.5-born cells and intermediate-low/low-
PV levels in E13.5- and E15.5-born cells (Figure 2B).
Basket cells with high, respectively low PV/GAD67 levels
exhibit major differences in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
puncta densities in the adult (Donato et al., 2013). Specifically,
excitatory (Bassoon/PSD95-positive) to inhibitory (Gephyrin/
VGAT-positive) synaptic puncta ratios vary as a function of PV
signal levels, and are up to 4:1 in the most high-PV neurons
and 1:2 in themost low-PV neurons (Figure 2C). This striking rela-
tionship between excitatory/inhibitory synaptic puncta ratios and
PV levels wasmatched by a corresponding relationship between
PV cell birthdate and synapse densities (Figure 2C; Student’s t
test, E9.5 and E11.5 differ from E13.5 and E15.5, p < 0.001
[Bassoon] and p < 0.01 [Gephyrin]; no significant difference be-
tween E9.5 and E11.5 or between E13.5 and E15.5). Notably,
at comparable PV levels, early-born PV neurons tended to exhibit
higher excitatory synaptic puncta densities, whereas late-born
neurons exhibited higher inhibitory synaptic puncta densities,
suggesting that early- and late-born PV neurons might differ in
how they receive excitatory, respectively inhibitory synapses
(Figure 2D). Therefore, PV neurons generated during the first
half of subpallium neurogenesis (early-born) mainly exhibit high
PV and GAD-67 level distributions and high excitatory synaptic
puncta densities in the adult, whereas PV neurons generated
during the second half of subpallium neurogenesis (late-born)
predominantly exhibit low PV and GAD-67 levels and higher
inhibitory synaptic puncta densities in the adult (Figure 2E).
Adult PV/Connectivity Values Reflect Intrinsic
Properties of Early- and Late-Born PV Neurons
To determine whether the relationship between developmental
time of neurogenesis and PV-excitatory/inhibitory values under
baselineadult conditions reflects intrinsic propertiesofPVneurons
and/or distinct signals from the environment during their migration
and local network incorporation, we carried out donor-host graft
experiments in embryonic mice. In a first series of experiments,
donor PV neurons were dissected from the MGE of E13.5
PV-Cre:Rosa-flex-tdTomato embryos in which PV-expressing
neurons are fated to express tdTomato, dissociated in vitro,
concentrated, and injected under ultrasound guidance into E11.5
non-transgenic host MGE (Figure 3A). We determined whether,
in the adult, the relatively older donor PV neurons had assumed
an early, host-related fate, or whether they had maintained a late
donor-related fate. We found that tdTomato-positive donor PV
neuronsexhibitedpredominantly low-PVneuronvaluescharacter-
istic of their birthdate in the donor embryo (Figures 3A and 3B;
Mann-Whitney test, E11.5 versus E.13.5 or versus donor, p <
0.0001 and E13.5 versus donor, n.s.). In parallel, late-born donor
neurons exhibited low excitatory/inhibitory synaptic puncta ratio
distributions (absolute values and variances) characteristic of
late-born low-PV neurons (Figure 3C). In complementary experi-
ments, we delivered neurons from the MGE of E11.5 PV-Cre:
Rosa-flex-tdTomato embryos into E13.5 non-transgenic host
MGE. We found that tdTomato-positive donor PV neurons
exhibitedhigh-and intermediate-highPVneuronvaluescharacter-
isticof their birthdate in thedonorE11.5embryo (Figure3D). There-
fore, PV and excitation/inhibition connectivity profiles of early- and
late-bornPVneurons in the adult reflectdistinct intrinsic properties
of these neurons determined at the time of neurogenesis. These
results are consistent with the possibility that PV Basket cells
generated during early and late developmental windows of neuro-
genesis might represent distinct subpopulations of PV neurons.
Non-Overlapping Regulation of Cell-Plasticity
in Early- and Late-Born PV Neurons
To determine whether intrinsic properties of PV neurons gener-
ated at early and late embryonic developmental time points
might influence how these neurons are affected by learning in
the adult, we subjected BrdU-labeled 2–3- months-old mice to
either cFC or EE. cFC had a major impact on PV value distribu-
tions in hippocampal CA3 cells labeled at E9.5 or E11.5 (Fig-
ure 4A). By contrast, PV value distributions in cells labeled at
E13.5 or E15.5 were not noticeably affected by cFC (Figure 4A).
Conversely, EE affected PV value distributions of hippocampal
CA3 cells labeled at E13.5 or E15.5, but cells labeled at E9.5 or
E11.5 exhibited no noticeable changes in PV value distributions
upon EE (Figure 4A). Estimated fractions of PV neurons gener-ated at the various time windows against the total of BrdU
labeled PV neurons were 18.5% (E9.5), 32% (E11.5), 35.5%
(E13.5), and 14% (E15.5). Combining these estimates with the
values in Figures 1A, 2A, and 4A, we predict 48.7% high-PV neu-
rons upon cFC (versus about 49.8% in Figure 1A) and 34.7%
low-PV neurons upon EE (versus 35% in Figure 1A). In parallel,
excitatory/inhibitory synaptic puncta ratios were affected by
cFC selectively in cells labeled at E9.5 and E11.5 (excitatory
puncta densities further enhanced), and by EE selectively in cells
labeled at E13.5 or E15.5 (inhibitory puncta densities further
enhanced; Figure 4B).
To search for molecular counterparts of excitatory versus
inhibitory experience-dependent connectivity regulation onto
early- versus late-born PV neurons, we focused on Mef2a, an
activity-regulated transcription factor that has been linked to
learning-related plasticity and that negatively regulates excitatory
synapse numbers (Flavell et al., 2006). Under baseline conditions,
PV and Mef2a levels in PV neurons were positively correlated,
with highest Mef2a signals in early-born high-PV neurons and
lowest Mef2a signals in late-born low-PV neurons (Figure 4C).
Upon cFC, Mef2a levels decreased specifically in early-born PV
neurons in parallel with increased excitatory puncta densities
(Figure 4C). Furthermore, upon EE, Mef2a levels increased spe-
cifically in late-born PV neurons in parallel with increased inhibi-
tory puncta densities (Figure 4C). Notably, regardless of endpoint
PV values, Mef2a values of early-born neurons (>95%, p < 0.01)
were regulated by cFC, but not EE, whereas Mef2a values of
late-born neurons were regulated by EE, but not cFC (Fig-
ure 4D). In control experiments, baseline and learning-induced
changes in PV network configurations of BrdU-labeled mice
were undistinguishable from those in non-labeled mice (data
not shown).
To investigate whether subpopulation specific regulation of PV
neurons during learning is a general phenomenon not restricted
to cFC and EE, we analyzed PV and Mef2a level regulation in
BrdU-labeled cells of mice subjected to water maze training. In
this trial and error incremental learning protocol, hippocampal
CA3 PV neurons first shift to a low-PV network configuration
(days 2–6) and then to a high-PV network configuration (>day
7) (Donato et al., 2013). Late-born PV neurons were selectively
regulated during early phases of maze learning, when they
reversibly shifted to low-PV/high-Mef2a values (Figure 4E). By
contrast, early-born PV neurons were selectively regulated dur-
ing late phases of maze learning, when they shifted to high-PV/
low-Mef2a values (Figure 4E). The subpopulation specificity of
learning-induced PV neuron regulation was thus undistinguish-
able for PV, Mef2a, and connectivity, but the signs of subpopu-
lation specific Mef2a shifts were opposite to those induced in
excitatory/inhibitory connectivity (Figure 4F). In the following,
we designate these concerted alterations in PV/Mef2a/connec-
tivity as PV neuron cell-plasticity.
Early- and Late-Born PV Basket Cells Target Distinct
Subpopulations of Pyramidal Neurons in CA1
To determine whether early- and late-born PV Basket cell sub-
populations exhibiting plasticity upon distinct learning require-
mentsmight in turn control distinct subpopulations of local excit-
atory neurons, we focused on their pyramidal neuron targets inNeuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 773
Figure 2. Developmental Schedule of Neurogenesis Predicts Baseline PV Levels in the Adult
(A) Relationship between schedule of neurogenesis (BrdU labeling time) and PV/GAD67 levels in adult hippocampal CA3b. Left, representative example of PV
neuron in adult hippocampal CA3b labeled with BrdU and scatter plot of PV labeling values for cells (individual dots) labeled at E9.5, E11.5, E13.5, and E15.5.
Center, labeling value distributions as a function of birthdate. Right, relationship between PV and GAD67 labeling signals in individual PV cells labeled at E11.5 or
at E13.5 and comparison with random collection of PV cells.
(legend continued on next page)
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hippocampal CA1. Deep cells in CA1 stratum pyramidale are
generated 1–2 days before superficial cells during embryonic
neurogenesis (Slomianka et al., 2011).When compared to super-
ficial cells, deep cells exhibit distinct firing and gene expression
properties (Mizuseki et al., 2011; Slomianka et al., 2011), receive
stronger innervation from PV neurons (Lee et al., 2014), and
exhibit distinct extra-hippocampal projection targets (Slomianka
et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014). Because PV levels at soma and pre-
synaptic boutons of individual Basket cells are closely compara-
ble (Donato et al., 2013), we analyzed distributions of PV labeling
intensities at pyramidal layer presynaptic boutons as an estimate
of PV neuron inputs. We found that in mice housed under control
conditions, presynaptic boutons targeting deep layer pyramidal
cells predominantly exhibited high- and intermediate-high PV
signals, whereas presynaptic boutons targeting superficial cells
predominantly exhibited low- and intermediate-low PV signals
(Figure 5A). Bouton PV level distributions at deep layer pyramidal
cells resembled those of early-born neuron somas, whereas
those at superficial pyramidal cells resembled those at late-
born neuron somas (Figure 5A). These distinctions were not
majorly affected when the outer 20% or 40% of the pyramidal
cell layer in dorsal hippocampus CA1was compared, suggesting
that the differences did not reflect a continuous gradient distribu-
tion (Figure 5A). Notably, a high-PV shift upon cFC was specif-
ically restricted to terminals onto deep cells, whereas a low-PV
shift upon EE was specifically restricted to terminals targeting
superficial cells (Figure 5B). These results suggested that
early-born PV Basket cells preferentially target deep cells within
the pyramidal cell layer in CA1, whereas late-born PV Basket
cells preferentially target superficial cells.
Early- and Late-Born PV Cell-Plasticity Specifically
Associated with Distinct Learning Requirements
To determine whether subpopulation specific regulation involves
the sign of PV/connectivity shifts or rather the specific type of
learning requirement, we searched for systems where cFC, EE,
and Morris water maze (MWM) might induce PV network shifts
differing from those in hippocampal CA3. We found that in stark
contrast to hippocampal CA3 and CA1, the PV cell network in
hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) shifted to a low-PV configura-
tion upon cFC and at the end of MWM learning, and to a high-
PV configuration upon EE and during MWM learning (Figure 6A).
Like in CA3/CA1, PV baseline levels in DG PV cells were posi-
tively correlated to developmental schedules of neurogenesis,
with early-born cells predominantly exhibiting high and interme-
diate-high PV values and late-born cells exhibiting intermediate-
low and low PV values (Figure 6B). Notably, and again like in
CA3/CA1, only early-born cells shifted PV levels upon cFC, or(B) Relationship between schedule of neurogenesis (BrdU labeling time) and PV
dorsal striatum.
(C) Relationship between schedule of neurogenesis and average values of exci
dendrites in CA3b. Left, representative examples of PV+ dendrites counterstained
puncta). Right, comparison of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic puncta densities
(D) Relationship between PV labeling values and excitatory/inhibitory synaptic pu
E11.5), and late-born PV neurons (labeled at E13.5).
(E) Schematic of how early- and late-born PV neurons exhibit distinct PV labeling
(A–D) Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 60 PV neurons each.
Scale bars, 7 (A) and 2.5 (C) mm.at the end of MWM learning, although in DG the shift was toward
low-PV values (Figure 6C). Likewise, upon EE, or early in MWM
learning, only late-born cells shifted their PV levels, but the shift
in DGwas toward high-PV values (Figure 6C). Mef2a levels again
shifted opposite to PV levels; i.e., toward higher values upon cFC
in early-born cells and toward lower values in late-born cells
upon EE (Figure 6C). Therefore, although the signs of learning-
induced PV/Mef2a shifts were opposite in hippocampal CA3/
CA1 and DG, early-born neurons were specifically regulated by
cFC and at the end of MWM learning, whereas late-born neurons
were specifically regulated by EE and early inMWM learning in all
three hippocampal subdivisions.
We next determined whether shifts in excitation/inhibition syn-
aptic puncta densities in DG adjust to the sign of PV changes;
i.e., more inhibitory synaptic puncta upon a shift to low-PV and
more excitatory synaptic puncta upon a shift to high-PV, or
whether they adjust according to PV neuron subpopulation;
i.e., changes in excitatory puncta for early-born cells and in
inhibitory puncta for late-born cells. We found that in DG, cFC
specifically induced a reduction in excitatory synaptic puncta
onto early-born PV cells, and that EE specifically induced a
reduction in inhibitory synaptic puncta onto late-born PV cells
(Figure 6C). Therefore, both in CA3/CA1 and in DG, early-born
PV neuron cell-plasticity specifically involved changes in excit-
atory connectivity onto PV neurons, whereas late-born cell-plas-
ticity specifically involved changes in inhibitory connectivity onto
PV neurons (Figure 6D).
Subpopulation Cell-Plasticity Specifically Regulated
through Excitation or Inhibition
To investigate whether early-born PV neuron cell-plasticity might
be specifically regulated through synaptic excitation, we took
an optogenetic approach. Channel rhodopsin (Chr2) was ex-
pressed in DG granule cells in hippocampal slice cultures using
an adeno-associated virus (AAV) viral construct. Light activation
of granule cells (500 milliseconds pulses at 1 Hz during 3 min)
induced a robust increase in PV signals in Basket cells in CA3,
consistent with the notion that excitatory synaptic stimulation
of PV neurons can induce a high-PV shift (Figure 7A). The high-
PV shift in CA3 was suppressed by an a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid or an N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor antagonist, and by an mGluR2 agonist, consis-
tent with the notion that it involved plasticity-inducing mossy fi-
ber-mediated synaptic transmission in CA3 (Figure 7A). Notably,
early-born PV neurons exhibited markedly higher PV values
upon optogenetic granule cell stimulation, whereas late-born
PV neurons did not (Figure 7B). Sincemossy fiber terminal filopo-
dia contacted both early- and late-born PV neurons (data notlevels in adult hippocampal CA1, primary somatosensory (barrel) cortex, and
tatory (Bassoon) and inhibitory (Gephyrin) synaptic puncta densities onto PV
for Bassoon or Gephyrin (single confocal sections; arrows, individual synaptic
for PV neurons identified by their PV labeling intensities or their birthdates.
ncta densities for whole PV population (all), early-born PV neurons (labeled at
intensities and excitation-inhibition connectivity in the adult.
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Figure 3. PV and Connectivity Values in the Adult Reflect Intrinsic Properties of Early- and Late-Born PV Neurons
(A) Grafting late-born (E13.5) MGE neurons into E11.5 MGE. Left, schematic of experimental protocol. Center, ultrasound image of E11.5 host, with GE indicated
by red dots. Right, examples of tomato-labeled donor PV neurons in adult CA3 and DG.
(B) Distribution of PV labeling intensities in donor neurons closely matched to late-born PV neurons of host. Average values (means ± SEM) from fivemice and 15–
40 PV neurons each.
(C) Densities of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic puncta along dendrites of donor PV neurons. Graphs on the right, Gephyrin puncta densities along E13.5-born
PV neurons and donor PV neurons (E13.5 donor) exhibit closely comparable distributions as a function of PV labeling intensities (correlation and variance). Dots
represent individual PV neurons.
(D) Grafting early-born (E11.5) MGE neurons into E13.5 MGE. Left, example of tomato-labeled donor PV neuron in adult CA1. Right, distribution of PV labeling
intensities in donor neurons closely matched to early-born PV neurons of host. Average values (means ± SEM) from three mice and 20–30 PV neurons each.
Scale bars, 30 mm.shown), these results suggested that early-born, but not late-
born PV neuron cell-plasticity, is regulated by excitation.
To investigate whether early-born PV neurons specifically
respond to changes in synaptic excitation in situ, we treated
adult mice pharmacologically with the competitive inhibitor of
NMDA receptors, AP5. Delivery of AP5 during 3 days induced
lower contents of high-PV and higher contents of low-PV neu-
rons in hippocampal CA3 (Figure 7C). Notably, AP5 specifically
affected PV levels in early-born neurons, whereas late-born neu-
rons were not affected (Figure 7C). When AP5 treated mice were776 Neuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.tested for hippocampal memory in the familiar object recognition
(FOR) test, they exhibited enhanced memory comparable to EE
mice (Figure 7C), suggesting that when a low-PV configuration is
induced pharmacologically, it can enhance formation of new
memories regardless of whether it involved plasticity in late- or
in early-born PV neurons.
To further investigate specific regulation of PV subpopulation
cell-plasticity by excitation or inhibition, we induced PV shifts
in vivo using a direct pharmacogenetic approach (Magnus
et al., 2011) in BrdU-labeled adult PV-Cre mice. In >98% of
virus-transduced PV neurons, pharmacogenetic activation of PV
neurons induced a high-PV shift, whereas pharmacogenetic inhi-
bition induced a low-PV shift (Figure 7D; one-way ANOVA or post
hoc Bartlett and Brown-Forsythe, p < 0.0001). Notably, however,
only early-born neurons exhibited a corresponding shift in Mef2a
levels and excitatory synaptic puncta densities upon pharmaco-
genetic activation, whereas the high-PV shift in late-born cells
did not involve a corresponding Mef2a/connectivity shift (Fig-
ure 7D). Likewise, only late-born cells exhibited a corresponding
Mef2a/inhibitory connectivity shift upon pharmacogenetic inhi-
bition, whereas the low-PV shift was not accompanied by a
corresponding Mef2a/connectivity shift in early-born neurons
(Figure 7D). These results provided evidence that persistent
direct non-synaptic excitation (through depolarization) or inhibi-
tion (through hyperpolarization) of PV neurons can shift PV
expression values in all PV cells, but only early-born neurons
exhibit Mef2a/connectivity plasticity upon excitation, and only
late-born neurons exhibit Mef2a/connectivity plasticity upon in-
hibition (Figure 7E).
Enhancing New Learning during Development
and in the Adult Involves Late-Born PV Regulation
Given that task-related requirements leading to enhanced new
learning specifically involved inhibitory connectivity regulation
on late-born PV neurons, we wondered whether this subpopula-
tion of PV Basket cells might generally account for regulation
enhancing new learning. Indeed, the opening of critical period
plasticity during circuit maturation depends on growing PV
neuron inhibition (Hensch, 2005; Levelt and Hu¨bener, 2012).
Furthermore, dissolving local perineuronal nets onto PV neurons,
a procedure that induces a low-PV shift in the hippocampus, can
prevent critical period closing and promotes adult plasticity (Piz-
zorusso et al., 2002). Accordingly, we investigated whether such
critical period-type plasticity specifically involves late-born PV
neuron regulation.
To investigate PV regulation by inhibition during circuit matu-
ration, we analyzed the timing of PV neuron differentiation in
developing mouse hippocampal CA3b. Following the establish-
ment of a first mossy fiber bouton from postnatal day (P) 6–P7
on, large mossy fiber terminals went through a dramatic phase
of filopodial growth (P7–P11), which was followed by expansion
of the large core terminal and loss of most filopodia (Figure 8A)
(Wilke et al., 2013). The filopodia contacted PV neurons and
established putative presynaptic terminals onto these cells (Fig-
ure 8A). In parallel, we observed a gradual increase in PV-
positive cells in CA3 from P8 to P16, when PV-positive neuron
densities reached >85% of adult levels (Figure 8A; one-way
ANOVA, p < 0.05). Interfering with mossy fiber transmission us-
ing an mGluR2 receptor agonist between P8 and P10 interfered
with PV neuron maturation in CA3 and CA1, suggesting that
this process is promoted by DG granule cell activity (data not
shown). Mimicking increasing inhibition by delivery of the
GABA-A receptor agonist Diazepam between P8 and P10
strongly increased low-PV neuron contents and total PV-posi-
tive (differentiated) neuron densities in hippocampal CA3 at
P11 (Figure 8B). Notably, delivery of Diazepam during PV
neuron maturation selectively enhanced PV-positive neuron
numbers and low-PV contents among late-born PV neurons atP11, whereas early-born PV neurons were not affected by the
treatment (Figure 8B).
To determine whether interventions that reinduce critical
period-like plasticity in the adult also selectively target late-
born PV neurons, we dissolved perineuronal nets in adult CA3b
by locally applying Chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) (Pizzorusso
et al., 2002). In hippocampal CA3 Wisteria floribunda lectin
(WFA)-positive perineuronal nets were not restricted to cells
with high PV levels and also surrounded cells with low-PV signals
(Figure 8C). As expected, ChABC induced a robust low-PV shift
in hippocampal CA3, althoughmany cells exhibiting high-PV sig-
nals were still detected (Figure 8C). Notably, ChABC specifically
affected PV levels in late-born cells, whereas early-born cells
were not affected (Figure 8C). Consistent with specific regulation
of late-born PV neurons through inhibition, the low-PV shift upon
ChABC was accompanied by a specific increase in inhibitory
puncta densities onto late-born cells, whereas excitatory puncta
were not affected (Figure 8C).
In further experiments aiming at relating induction of plasticity
in the adult to late-PV neuron regulation, we determined whether
delivery of Diazepam in the adult, a treatment that can induce
critical period-like plasticity (Hensch, 2005), might again selec-
tively affect late-born PV neurons. Delivery of Diazepam during
3 days induced higher contents of low-PV neurons in hippocam-
pal CA3 (Figure 8D). Notably, Diazepam specifically affected PV
levels in late-born PV neurons, whereas early-born neurons were
not affected (Figure 8D).
Finally, to determine whether plasticity in late-born PV neurons
is causally related to enhanced learning in the adult, we specif-
ically interfered with learning-related inhibition of PV neurons
during the first 3 days of water maze training by delivering vaso-
intestinal peptide (VIP) antagonist to ventral hippocampus (Do-
nato et al., 2013). As expected, VIP antagonist prevented a
learning-related low-PV shift in ventral hippocampus (Figure 8E).
Notably, the antagonist specifically affected learning-related
plasticity in late-born PV neurons, whereas early-born PV neu-
ronswere not affected (Figure 8F). In parallel, the antagonist sup-
pressed maze learning (Figure 8E), supporting the notion that
plasticity in late-born PV neurons early during maze training is
required for learning.
DISCUSSION
We have investigated how local PV network plasticity is regu-
lated upon learning and provide evidence that PV Basket cells
consist of two previously unrecognized subpopulations, which
are specified during the first and second half of neurogenesis
in mouse subpallium, and differ in their connectivities and plas-
ticity regulation. Early-born PV Basket cells generated during
the first half of neurogenesis exhibit comparatively high PV/
GAD-67 levels and excitation/inhibition connectivity ratios under
baseline conditions, which in most cases further increase upon
learning-induced plasticity. Furthermore, early-born PV neurons
exhibit plasticity upon cFC and at the end of maze learning, but
not upon EE or during maze learning. By contrast, late-born PV
Basket cells specified during the second half of neurogenesis
exhibit low PV/GAD-67 levels and excitation/inhibition connec-
tivity ratios under baseline conditions, which in most casesNeuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 777
Figure 4. Non-Overlapping Regulation of Cell-Plasticity upon Learning in Early- and Late-Born PV Neurons
(A) Time schedule of neurogenesis versus regulation of PV levels upon cFC or EE. PV changes (graph on the right) are indicated as differences of high- and low-PV
contents in cFC or EE versus baseline values.
(B) Time schedule of neurogenesis versus regulation of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic puncta densities onto PV neurons upon cFC or EE.
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 5. Early- and Late-Born PV Neurons Preferentially Target Distinct Subpopulations of Principal Neurons in Hippocampal CA1
(A) PV signals of perisomatic boutons at deep- and superficial-layer CA1 pyramidal cells. Left, representative examples of bouton signal distributions at deep- and
superficial-layer pyramidal neurons. Scale bars, 15 (top) and 5 mm. Right, PV level distributions of PV perisomatic boutons in hippocampal CA1. Weighted values
at somas of E9.5 (18.5% of total BrdU-labeled PV neurons) and E11.5 (32% of total), early-PV, and weighted values at somas of E13.5 (35.5% of total) and E15.5
(14% of total), late-PV. Deep/superficial 20 m, first 20 mm from oriens or radiatum; deep/superficial 40 m, first 40 mm from oriens or radiatum.
(B) PV level distributions of perisomatic boutons at deep- and superficial-layer CA1 pyramidal cells upon cFC or EE.
(A and B) Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 300 boutons each.
Scale bars, 30 mm.further decrease upon learning-induced plasticity. Furthermore,
late-born PV neurons exhibit plasticity upon EE, during maze
learning, and when critical period-type plasticity is induced.
Notably, early-born PV neuron cell plasticity is specifically regu-
lated by excitation, whereas late-born PV neuron cell plasticity is
specifically regulated by PV neuron inhibition. Furthermore,
early- and late-born PV Basket cells preferentially target distinct
subpopulations of pyramidal neurons in hippocampal CA1. In the
following sections, we discuss main implications of these find-
ings, and how they relate to those of previous studies on the
regulation of plasticity upon learning.
Two Subpopulations of PV Basket Cells
Our results provide evidence for the existence of two subpopu-
lations of PV Basket cells defined by their distinct schedules of
neurogenesis. E13.5-derived PV neurons transplanted into the
MGE of an E11.5 host embryo or E11.5-derived PV neurons
transplanted into the MGE of an E13.5 host embryo exhibited
characteristic features of donor PV neurons in the adult,
providing evidence that PV/GAD-67 levels and excitatory/inhib-
itory connectivity ratios reflect intrinsic properties of PV neurons
specified around the time of neurogenesis. Notably, regardless
of their final PV levels, early-born neurons specifically exhibited
excitatory connectivity and Mef2a regulation upon cFC, but not
EE, and late-born neurons specifically exhibited inhibitory con-(C) Mef2a labeling levels in PV neurons under baseline conditions and upon cFC o
Upper right, Mef2a versus PV levels or birthdate in adult hippocampal CA3b un
regulation of Mef2a labeling intensities in PV neurons upon cFC or EE.
Scale bars, 4 mm.
(D) Mef2a values as a function of endpoint PV values and PV neuron birthdate in
(E) Time schedule of neurogenesis versus regulation of PV orMef2a levels PV early
baseline values.
(F) Schematic of how early-born PV neurons undergo plasticity upon cFC and lat
and early in maze learning.
(A–E) Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 60 PV neurons each; Mnectivity and Mef2a plasticity upon EE, but not cFC. Baseline
Mef2a values in early-and late-born PV neurons were opposite
than might have been predicted based on excitatory-inhibitory
synaptic puncta densities in the two subpopulations, whereas
Mef2a regulation upon plasticity was as might have been pre-
dicted (Flavell et al., 2006; i.e., toward lower-Mef2a and
higher-excitatory puncta and toward higher-Mef2a and higher-
inhibitory puncta). While subpopulation specific Mef2a baseline
values might provide for effective regulation of synaptic density
changes in the two subpopulations upon induction of plasticity,
whether the Mef2a shifts upon plasticity do mediate changes
in synapse densities onto PV neurons remains to be determined.
Taken together, these results suggest that PV Basket cells
generated up to E11.5 exhibit closely comparable early-born
PV neuron properties, whereas Basket cells generated from
E13.5 on exhibit closely comparable late-born PV neuron prop-
erties. Together, these time windows account for 80%–85% of
total PV Basket cell neurogenesis in the MGE (data not shown).
While our results are consistent with the notion that with respect
to experience-related cell plasticity, PV Basket cells can all be
assigned to one of two opposite subpopulations, our analysis
cannot address subpopulation distributions at the time of
early/late-born PV neurogenesis overlap. Furthermore, our re-
sults do not exclude the existence of further distinctions among
PV Basket cells (see Varga et al., 2014).r EE. Upper left, representative examples of Mef2a and PV labeling intensities.
der baseline conditions. Lower panel, time schedule of neurogenesis versus
cFC and EE experiments.
(3 days) and late (8 days) inMWM learning. Changes are against corresponding
e in MWM learning, whereas late-born PV neurons undergo plasticity upon EE
ann-Whitney, p < 0.01 (**), and p < 0.05 (*).
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Figure 6. Early- and Late-Born PV Cell-Plasticity Specifically Associated with Distinct Learning Paradigms
(A) Learning-related PV network shifts in hippocampal CA1 and DG.
(B) Baseline PV level distributions as a function of neurogenesis schedule in DG.
(C) PV neuron cell plasticity upon cFC or EE as a function of neurogenesis schedule in DG.
(D) Schematic of how cell plasticity in early-born PV neurons specifically involves changes in excitatory connectivity upon cFC or late in MWM learning, whereas
plasticity in late-born neurons specifically involves changes in inhibitory connectivity upon EE or early in maze learning.
(A–C) Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 60 PV neurons each; p < 0.001 (***) and < 0.01 (**).The consistent experience-related plasticity regulation of the
two subpopulations of PV Basket cells raised the issue of
whether these might also exhibit distinct output targets related
to behavioral function (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Lee et al.,
2014). While PV Basket cells exhibit high probabilities of connec-
tivity to local principal neurons, early-born PV neurons are more
abundant in deep cortical layers of neocortex, whereas late-born
neurons are more abundant in upper layers (Ciceri et al., 2013),
suggesting that early- and late-born PV neurons might directly
control different ensembles of excitatory cortical neurons. In-
deed, we found that early-born PV neurons preferentially target
deep cells in the pyramidal layer of hippocampal CA1, whereas
late-born PV neurons preferentially target superficial cells. The
selective connectivity between early/late-born PV neurons and
early/late-born pyramidal cells is reminiscent of selective con-
nectivity among principal neuron subpopulations in hippocampal
DG, CA3, and CA1, suggesting that it might reflect circuit assem-
bly principles based on relative schedules of neurogenesis and
neuronal maturation (Deguchi et al., 2011). While the functional
implications of the selective output connectivity of PV neuron780 Neuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.subpopulations remain to be determined, our findings would be
consistent with the notion that the distinct excitation/inhibition
input ratios onto early- and late-born PV neurons and the specific
regulation upon learning might reflect information flow through
functionally distinct microcircuits (see Larkin et al., 2014).
Convergent Network and Plasticity Regulation through
Excitation or Inhibition in Learning
A key finding of our study is that early-born PV neuron plasticity is
regulated through excitation and late-born PV neuron plasticity is
regulated through inhibition. Furthermore, cell plasticity in early-
born neurons involved alterations in the densities of excitatory,
but not inhibitory synaptic puncta, and cell plasticity in late-born
neurons involved alterations in inhibitory, but not excitatory syn-
aptic puncta densities onto PV neuron dendrites. These matched
specificitiesof regulationwereparticularly striking in comparisons
ofhowcFCorEE inducedPVcell plasticity inCA3/CA1versusDG.
Thus,while cFCconsistently involved early-born neuronplasticity
andEE consistently involved late-born neuronplasticity, the signs
of PV and Mef2a changes were opposite in the hippocampal
Figure 7. Subpopulation Cell-Plasticity Specifically Regulated through Excitation, Respectively Inhibition
(A and B) Synaptic excitation of PV neurons in CA3 upon optogenetic activation of DG granule cells in hippocampal slice cultures.
(A) Schematic of experimental protocol (left) and experimental conditions producing a high-PV network configuration shift in CA3.
(B) High-PV shift upon granule cell activation in early-born PV neurons, but not in late-born PV neurons. Average values (means ± SEM) from three mice, six slice
cultures, and 60 PV neurons each.
(C) Pharmacological inhibition of NMDA receptors in adult hippocampus specifically induces a low-PV configuration shift in early-born PV neurons, but not in late-
born PV neurons. Top, average values from five mice and 60 PV neurons each. Bottom, enhanced FOR memory upon APV treatment; average values (means ±
SEM) from four mice each.
(D) Direct pharmacogenetic excitation or inhibition of PV neurons in adult hippocampal CA3. Activator virus-positive PV neurons are all shifted to high-PV values
(upper left, red), but only early-born PV neurons exhibit enhanced excitatory connectivity densities (upper right, red) and reduced Mef2a labeling values (lower
panel, red). Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 60 PV neurons each; Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05 (*), and p < 0.01 (**). Lower left, representative
example of two PV neurons co-labeled for Mef2a and virus expression (Bungarotoxin [Btx]). Scale bar, 4 mm.
(E) Schematic of how early-born PV neurons specifically exhibit cell plasticity upon changes in their synaptic excitation, whereas late-born PV neurons specifically
exhibit cell plasticity upon changes in their synaptic inhibition.
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Figure 8. Enhancing Plasticity during Development and in the Adult Involves Late-Born PV Regulation
(A) Innervation and maturation of PV neurons in hippocampal CA3. Left, representative camera lucida of large mossy fiber terminals with their filopodia along the
CA3 axis (CA3c matures last). Center, representative examples of large mossy fiber terminals (LMT) in CA3b at P10, with filopodial varicosities contacting PV
neuron dendrites (arrows). Right, average densities of PV+ neurons in CA3b as a function of age. Average values (means ± SEM) from three mice and 15 areas
each.
(B) Enhancing inhibition with Diazepam between P8 and P10 specifically augments numbers of late-born PV+ low-PV neurons in CA3b at P11. Left, PV+ soma
densities. Right, PV levels distributions. Average values (means ± SEM) from five mice and 15 areas (or 40 PV neurons) each.
(C) ChABC treatment in adult hippocampal CA3 specifically targets late-born PV neurons. Left, representative example of PV/PNN (WFA) double labeling in CA3b.
Some PNN+ neurons exhibit low PV levels (yellow arrows), some PNN+ neurons exhibit high PV levels (blue arrow), and some high-PV neurons exhibit no
detectable PNNs (orange arrow). Center, PV level distributions in PV+ neurons upon ChABC as a function of PV neuron birthdate. Right, Synaptic puncta density
(legend continued on next page)
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subdivisions, and this was reflected in opposite signs of excit-
atory, respectively inhibitory connectivity regulation in the two
subpopulations. The functional significance of opposite PV level
regulation upon learning in CA3/CA1 versus DG is currently un-
clear, but it is reminiscent of reports that perisomatic inhibition
can have opposite effects on principal neurons in CA1 and DG
(Sauer et al., 2012). Taken together, our results suggest that PV
neuron regulation specifically through excitation provides a
mechanism tomatch implementationof validated rules in learning
to early-born PV neuron cell plasticity. Likewise, regulation of PV
neurons specifically through inhibition matches enhanced plas-
ticity and learning to late-born PV neuron cell plasticity. While
the circuit mechanisms linking the opposite requirements in
behavioral learning toplasticity of specificPVBasket cell subpop-
ulations remain to be determined, they might involve specific
learning-relatedgatingmechanisms,as revealed in recent studies
of Pavlovian conditioning (Lovett-Barron et al., 2014).
Concerning the mechanisms underlying specific regulation of
PV Basket cell subpopulations through excitation or inhibition,
our findings suggest that early- and late-born PV neurons exhibit
distinct cellular regulatory networks. Thus, pharmacogenetic de-
polarization (excitation) induced enhanced PV levels in all trans-
gene-expressing neurons, but only early-born neurons exhibited
corresponding cell plasticity regulation, including reduced
Mef2a levels and enhanced excitatory connectivity. Likewise,
only late-born PV neurons exhibited cell plasticity regulation
upon pharmacogenetic hyperpolarization (inhibition). Further-
more, while ChABC dissolved perineuronal nets surrounding all
PV neurons, only late-born PV neurons exhibited reduced PV
levels and enhanced inhibitory connectivity upon this pharmaco-
logical treatment. Early-born Lsi1 mossy fiber terminal filopodia
(Deguchi et al., 2011; Ruediger et al., 2011) did not appear to
preferentially contact dendrites of high- and intermediate-high
PV neurons in stratum lucidum, and VIP boutons were not obvi-
ously enriched among the GABAergic boutons contacting low-
and intermediate-low PV neuron dendrites in CA3 stratum radia-
tum (data not shown), suggesting that specific learning-related
regulation of PV neuron plasticity might not reflect specific pat-
terns of input connectivity onto early- and late-born PV neurons,
but resolving this important issue will require more detailed
studies. Taken together, our results suggest that distinct intra-
cellular signaling features (Spiegel et al., 2014) in early- and
late-born PV neurons might be sufficient to ensure control of
early-born PV neurons selectively through excitation and of
late-born PV neurons selectively through inhibition.
Distinct Functional Roles of PV Basket Cell
Subpopulations
Our results establish late-born PV Basket cells as the subpopu-
lation that specifically accounts for positive regulation of plas-changes upon ChABC (versus baseline values) onto PV+ neuron dendrites as a fun
60 PV neurons each (C–E).
(D) Enhancing inhibition with Diazepam in adult CA3 specifically induces a low-P
(E) Interfering with plasticity specifically in late-born PV neurons prevents new lea
with andwithout interference with VIP receptor signaling in ventral hippocampus C
receptor antagonist; analysis after third day of training.
Scale bars, 3 (A) and 20 (C) mm.ticity during learning, upon EE, and during critical period-like
plasticity. These results provide a unifying framework to ac-
count for how apparently unrelated phenomena produce closely
comparable consequences on learning and plasticity in the
adult. Our results are consistent with previous findings that a
reduced excitation-inhibition balance specifically involving
enhanced inhibition promotes plasticity in the adult (Hensch,
2005; Di Cristo et al., 2007; Levelt and Hu¨bener, 2012). Further-
more, our results are consistent with the notion that ChABC
treatments enhance plasticity and learning through mechanisms
related to those involved in EE and critical period plasticity (Piz-
zorusso et al., 2002; Hensch, 2005). Interestingly, the Serotonin
reuptake inhibitor Fluoxetine can promote critical period-like
plasticity (Maya Vetencourt et al., 2008). Serotonin might
enhance inhibition onto late-born PV neurons by enhancing
VIP neuron activity through 5HT3 ionotropic receptors ex-
pressed at high levels on these PV controlling neurons (Pi
et al., 2013). Enhancing inhibitory connectivity and reducing
PV and GAD-67 levels in late-born PV neurons might enhance
further learning by reducing PV-mediated inhibition of principal
neuron subpopulations (Volman et al., 2011; Lazarus et al.,
2013) under acquisition regimes involving local circuit disinhibi-
tion. However, the specific circuit mechanisms relating late-
born PV neuron networks to learning and plasticity remain to
be determined.
Early-born PV Basket cells appear to account for character-
istic features of mature fast-spiking PV neuron networks such
as narrow synchronization windows and learning-related theta-
gamma entrainment within and among brain systems (Bartos
et al., 2007). Thus, high PV and GAD-67 levels enhance fast
and high frequency firing properties of PV neuron networks
important for gamma band network activity (Doischer et al.,
2008; Fuchs et al., 2007; Cardin et al., 2009; Kuhlman et al.,
2010; Goldberg et al., 2011). Enhanced functionality of early-
born PV neuron networks upon validated learningmight promote
consolidation of strong memories within and between brain sys-
tems. Such a mechanism might account for the enhanced
gamma-phase coupling between entorhinal cortex and hippo-
campal CA1 that was detected during late phases of hippocam-
pal learning (Igarashi et al., 2014).
In summary, and reflecting specific regulation through inhibi-
tion or excitation, late-born PV neuron network plasticity might
promote learning through reduced functional recruitment of PV
neurons, whereas early-born PV neuron network plasticity might
promote consolidation of validated learning through enhanced
PV neuron function and network coherence. Deficits in the
strength of inhibitory transmission might impair late-born PV
neuron plasticity in mental retardation and autism (Gogolla
et al., 2009; Chao et al., 2010; Han et al., 2014). By contrast, def-
icits in the strength of excitatory transmission might lead toction of PV neuron birthdate. Average values (means ± SEM) from fivemice and
V shift in late-born PV neurons.
rning in water maze training. Left, learning curve during first 3 days of training,
A3. Right, specific low-PV shift in late-born PV neurons and interference by VIP
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reduced PV and GAD-67 levels in early-born Basket cells, ac-
counting for greatly reduced gamma band activity and impaired
prefrontal working memory support, as found in schizophrenia
(Curley et al., 2013).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice and Reagents
PV-Cre: B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J was from Jackson Laboratories. PV
neurons were visualized in PV-Cre x Rosa-CAG-STOP-tdTomato mice (Silvia
Arber, Basel). Antibodies, goat and monoclonal mouse anti-PV (Swant, Bellin-
zona) 1:5,000 (goat) and 1:500 (mouse); mouse anti-GAD-67 (Chemicon)
1:500; rabbit anti-Mef2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-313) 1:1,000; rat anti-
BrdU (abcam) 1:500; mouse anti-NeuN (Millipore) 1:200; mouse anti-Bassoon
(Molecular Probes) 1:200; mouse anti-Gephyrin (Molecular Probes) 1:500; bio-
tinylatedWFA (Vector laboratories), 1:500; and aBungarotoxin, Alexa 488 con-
jugated (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) 1:500. Local treatments were carried
out on consecutive days, through implanted cannulas (33G, Bilaney Consul-
tants), or intraperitoneally (i.p.) (Diazepam, Roche, 3 mg/kilogram [kg] in saline;
D-AP5, Tocris Bioscience, 10mg/kg in saline). In vivo topic injections (pharma-
cologically selective actuator module [PSAM] virus; ChABC, 0.08 units, Sigma;
Ac-Tyr1,D-Phe2-growth-hormone releasing factor 1–29, 300 nm, Tocris)
were into dorsal (coordinates, 1.58 from bregma, 1.65 mediolateral, and
1.5 dorsoventral) or ventral hippocampus (coordinates, 2.7 from Bergma,
3.25 mediolateral, and 2.25 dorsoventral). Injected solutions were less than
200 nanoliter (nl) per day.
Behavioral Procedures
Behavioral experiments were carried out with male mice (P55–75 at onset), as
described (Donato et al., 2013; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). All
animal procedures were approved and performed in accordance with the Vet-
erinary Department of the Canton Basel-Stadt.
Embryonic and Developmental Analysis
Neuroblast isolation was conducted as described (Southwell et al., 2010). The
ventricular and subventricular layers of the MGE were dissected from E11.5 or
E13.5 donor embryo (mouse line, PV-cre:Rosa-flex-tdTomato). Progenitor in-
jections were conducted under ultrasound guidance (Fujifilm Visualsonic Inc,
Vevo 770 imaging station). Embryos were exposed and stabilized in a dis-
section micro chamber filled with warm sterile PBS; the target region was visu-
alized using a real-time micro visualization (RMV) scanhead (RMV-704, Visual-
Sonic Inc), and injected (circa 100 nl) under visual guidance (imaging, B-Mode;
frequency, 40 MHz; power, 100%; sound speed, 1,540 square meters; and
frame rate, 34 Hz).
Immunocytochemistry and Data Analysis
For the PV, GAD-67, and MEF2A intensity analysis, the dynamic range was set
during the acquisition of adult (P60) cage control samples. A comparative anal-
ysis revealed a cluster of low PV intensities (threshold, 800 arbitrary confocal
units [au]) that were present early during development (P15), absent in adult
control samples (P60), and induced upon EE. The 800 au threshold was adop-
ted to classify PV neurons into four subclasses as follows; low-PV, 0–800 au;
intermediate-low, 800–1,600 au; intermediate-high, 1,600–2,400 au; high-PV,
>2,400 au.
BrdU labeling in vivo was as described (Wojtowicz and Kee, 2006). Mice
were injected with BrdU at defined times during embryonic development,
and hippocampal sections were analyzed for BrdU labeling in the adult. Only
strongly BrdU-labeled cells that did not undergo further rounds of DNA repli-
cation and cell division subsequent to BrdU incorporation were included in
the analysis.
Pharmacogenetics
For direct local PV control in vivo, floxed PSAM-carrying (Magnus et al., 2011)
AAV9, Excitation, pAAV(9)-pCAG-flox-PSAM(L41F,Y116F)5HT3-WPRE and
Inhibition, pAAV(9)-cba-flox-PSAM(L141F, Y116F)GlyR-WPRE, was delivered
bilaterally to dorsal hippocampus (maximum volume, 200 nl per injection) in784 Neuron 85, 770–786, February 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.PV-Cre male mice. Mice were then kept under control conditions during 7–
9 days to allow for transgene expression. The agonist PSEM308 (Magnus
et al., 2011) was injected i.p. at the concentration of 5 mg/g of animal weight,
again 12 hr later, and mice were analyzed 6 hr post injection.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad
Software). Unless otherwise stated, statistical groups were compared using
the Mann-Whitney test, with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
One-way ANOVA was used for comparisons of multiple samples, with the
additional validation of the Brown-Forsythe and Bartlett’s test. Average
values are expressed as means ± SEM. The variance in Figure 3C was
calculated as the vector distance of each coordinate point from the power
law describing the correlation between variables in the control sample data
set.
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